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GERMANY:
American and British armored columns continue to race towards the heart of Germany with no sign of any organized resistance along all the western front. In the north, tanks of the British Second Army were last reported 50 miles beyond the Rhine. The British had taken Dülmen and were closing on the big town of Münster. American and British tanks are threatening to isolate the whole Ruhr from which the remnants of 3 German armies are trying to escape. Armored elements of the American Ninth Army jumped off yesterday and have cleared several towns north of the Ruhr as they race in the direction of Münster.

American First Army tanks have taken the town of Paderborn on the road to Hanover. Two days ago this First Army armored column had dashed 55 miles in a northwesterly direction to outflank the Rhine from the south and reach a point 50 miles beyond Düsseldorf. First and Third Army forces are well established at several points, along the line between Paderborn and Frankfurt. Third Army tank columns were last reported less than 20 miles from the big industrial city of Kassel. On this front the tanks are meeting disorganized resistance. One of General Patton's tank columns was reported more than 150 miles inside Germany and within 200 miles of a linkup with Russian forces under Marshal Konev. American Seventh Army troops have cleared Heidelberg and others have crossed the river Rhine on a broad front.

Ahead of the racing American and British columns, German troops and vehicles are fleeing in wild disorder and streams of refugees have joined the military columns in their flight and this has made the traffic more confusing. These columns are being heavily attacked by Allied planes and this too adds to the general confusion. Yesterday Allied tactical planes bagged more than 600 motor vehicles and 40 locomotives.

More than 1,000 tanks heavy bombers today attacked a synthetic oil plant near Leipzig and rail and industrial targets in the high. British heavies today hit U-boat yards at Hamburg. During the night, mosquitoes renewed their attacks on Berlin. Yesterday 1,400 American heavies went for the U-boat ports of Hamburg, Wilhelmshaven and Bremen.

RUSSIA:
The Russians have crossed over from western Hungary into Austria and are driving on the aircraft center of Weiner Neustadt. This Soviet force coming up from the south was last reported less than 25 miles from this important industrial center. Another Russian force to the north was last reported 18 miles from Weiner Neustadt. North of the Danube the Reds have broken the German defenses guarding the approaches to Bratislava.

The German pocket southwest of Königsberg has been liquidated. Over 130,000 troops, many of them SS, were killed or captured. Marshal Rokossovsky's forces have captured Danzig.

PACIFIC:
A powerful British task force has joined the American Fifth Fleet in the bombardment of the Ryukyu Islands south of Japan. American battleships and carrier planes have continued to plaster Okinawa and island of the Ryukyu group. American troops in the Philippines have landed on Negros Island, near Cebu, a force of the British 14th Army moving south from Mandalay has linked up with another British force 10 miles northeast of Mandalay.